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Abstract
COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease  caused by  SARS-CoV-2, first identified in 
China  and spread globally, resulting into pandemic. Transmission of virus takes place 
either directly through close contact with infected individual (symptomatic/asymptomatic) 
or indirectly by touching contaminated surfaces. Virus survives on the surfaces from few 
hours to days. It enters the human body through nose, eyes or mouth. Other sources of 
contamination are faeces, blood, food, water, semen etc. Parameters such as temperature/
relative humidity also play an important role in transmission. As the disease is evolving, 
so are the number of cases. Proper planning and restriction are helping in influencing the 
trajectory of the transmission. Various measures are undertaken to prevent infection such 
as maintaining hygiene, using facemasks, isolation/quarantine, social/physical distanc-
ing, in extreme cases lockdown (restricted movement except essential services) in hot spot 
areas or throughout the country. Countries that introduced various mitigation measures had 
experienced control in transmission of COVID-19. Python programming is conducted for 
change point analysis (CPA) using Bayesian probability approach for understanding the 
impact of restrictions and mitigation methods in terms of either increase or stagnation in 
number of COVID-19 cases for eight countries. From analysis it is concluded that coun-
tries which acted late in bringing in the social distancing measures are suffering in terms of 
high number of cases with USA, leading among eight countries analysed. The CPA week 
in comparison with date of lockdown and first reported case strongly correlates (Pearson’s 
r = − 0.86 to − 0.97) to cases, cases per unit area and cases per unit population, indicating 
earlier the mitigation strategy, lesser the number of cases. The overall paper will help the 
decision makers in understanding the possible steps for mitigation, more so in developing 
countries where the fight against COVID-19 seems to have just begun.
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CPA  Change point analysis
CPw  CP week
CT  Computed tomography
CW  Case weeks before lockdown
D  Delta
Dfr  Date of first case reporting
Dl  Lockdown date
PPE  Personal protective equipment
rRT-PCR  Real-time reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction
SARS-CoV-2  Severe acute respiratory syndrome CoronaVirus 2

1 Introduction

COVID-19 is caused by novel strain of virus SARS-CoV-2 emerged from China and now 
declared as pandemic due to its presence across the continents in more than 213 coun-
tries. Based on genetic analysis SARS-CoV-2 is grouped in a family Coronaviridae, genus 
Betacoronavirus and subgenus Sarbecovirus (Benvenuto et al. 2020; Lau et al. 2020; Lu 
et al. 2020). Coronaviruses are known to infect series of animals, birds, rodents, reptiles 
and humans (Ji et al. 2020). Similarly, SARS-CoV-2 is also zoonotic in nature by showing 
animal to human transmission. SARS-CoV-2 is reported to share 96% nucleotide identity 
with horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus affinis), suggesting it as a natural host (Andersen et al. 
2020; Paraskevis et al. 2020). It is further assumed that SARS-CoV-2 moved from bats to 
an intermediate host Malayan pangolin (Manis javanica) sharing 91% nucleotide identity 
and then to humans (Lam et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020a, b, c). The capability of coronavi-
ruses for host switching demonstrates strong adaptive capacity, suggesting that there can be 
other possible intermediate hosts (Smith and Denison 2012). More elaborate research and 
studies are required to examine wide variety of animals as an intermediate host.

SARS-CoV-2 is deadly due to its high transmission and fatality rates (Carleton and 
Meng 2020). At present average fatality rate from COVID-19 is reported to be 3.4% 
(Rajgor et  al. 2020). Structural modelling depicts that SARS-CoV-2 readily binds with 
human cell receptor present in lungs, intestine, kidney, and heart (Clerkin et al. 2020). This 
cell receptor serves as the entry point for some coronaviruses present in a diverse group 
of animals (Zhou et al. 2020) and regulates cross-species transmission (Wan et al. 2020). 
SARS-CoV-2 enters the body primarily through nose, eyes and mouth. From the time of 
initial exposure, it takes two weeks (14 days) for a person to develop symptoms called as 
incubation period, but, in some cases, it may be as long as 24 days (Abduljalil and Abdul-
jalil 2020). First it infects upper respiratory tract causing dry cough and fever (Jiang et al. 
2020) progressing to lower respiratory tract causing bronchitis and pneumonia (Huang 
et al. 2020) and gastrointestinal tract causing nausea and diarrhoea (Han et al. 2020). Pneu-
monia causes lung damage preventing oxygen movement to other organs. In such cases 
ventilators are required for oxygen supply to avoid death due to multiple organ failures 
(Guo et al. 2020). At present many countries are in crisis due to increased number of cases 
and limited ventilators.

Transmission of COVID-19 may occur from both symptomatic and asymptomatic 
patients. It is believed that asymptomatic patients carry a similar amount of virus as the 
symptomatic (Zou et  al. 2020); therefore, it is possible to spread the virus even before 
symptoms emerge, termed as silent transmission. The possibility of asymptomatic 
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individual spreading the virus cannot be overruled, and such individual needed to be iso-
lated/quarantined at specialized facilities (Cai et al. 2020). Some people having travel his-
tory to infected countries/areas voluntarily quarantined themselves in their homes after 
informing officials. It is believed that one infected person will on average spread the virus 
to 2–4 individuals in normal condition (without lockdown) (CDPH 2020). Patients with 
COVID-19 are diagnosed by rRT-PCR, blood test, antibody test, CT scans (Bi et al. 2020).

Understanding the transmission of the infection and evaluating the effectiveness of 
control measure is crucial for assessing outbreak in new areas and in future (Kucharski 
et al. 2020). The novelty of the paper is that it discusses in detail the transmission, health 
impacts and mitigation strategies in detail at one place in order to help in better under-
standing of the problems and solutions related to COVID-19. The paper further analyses 
the impact of lockdown and social distancing measures on the spread of this contagious 
virus using Bayesian probabilistic modelling which is unique in its own way. Limited lit-
erature is available on using such type of modelling for strategic applications related to 
COVID-19. CPA analysed through this model helps in understanding the role of outbreak, 
its spread and outcome of mitigative strategies of selected country.

2  Transmission of COVID‑19

COVID-19 had shown four phases of transmission throughout the world. Phase-I had 
shown controlled transmission with few cases having travel history to infected countries. 
Such cases were immediately isolated and treated in the designated hospitals. But at this 
moment there was no knowledge about the spread of virus through asymptomatic patients; 
therefore, disease progressed into next phase. Phase-II is the local transmission where 
virus spreads in local surroundings through symptomatic or asymptomatic patients hav-
ing travel history. Phase-III is the community transmission where individuals having no 
connection with the asymptomatic and symptomatic patients start showing symptoms. At 
this phase other modes of transmission are also responsible for spread of disease and situ-
ation becomes uncontrollable. In the Phase-IV disease crossed borders resulting into inter-
/intrastate transmission where number of cases and deaths had shown sudden increase 
resulting into epidemic. COVID-19 finally reached Phase-V where initial outbreak in China 
spread rapidly, affecting other countries in Europe, America, Africa, Asia and Middle East 
resulting into pandemic.

Initial transmission took place when infected individual travelled outside from Wuhan 
later declared as epicentre of COVID-19 outbreak (Ji et  al. 2020). In December 2019, 
first patient (termed as index patient or patient zero) was reported with pneumonia in 
Wuhan, China, who believed to have visited seafood market. Later in last week of Decem-
ber, similar cases emerged and Wuhan Municipal Health Commission announced pneu-
monia outbreak of unknown cause. Meantime, Chinese Lunar New Year started in Janu-
ary where people travelled out of the city, and in some cases, overseas resident travelled 
to China. First few cases outside of China were reported in Bangkok, Thailand, Korea, 
Japan. Population of Wuhan was placed under lockdown, means no interstate and intra-
state movement. By the end of January 2020, Singapore, Vietnam, USA, Nepal, Australia, 
Malaysia, Canada, Cambodia, Germany, Sri Lanka, United Arab Emirate (UAE), Finland, 
Philippines, UK, Russia, Sweden, Spain and India confirmed their first COVID-19 cases. 
WHO declared COVID-19 as disease of emergency that needed international attention. 
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COVID-19 cases were reported with individuals having no travel history, suggesting that 
local transmission occurred in these countries.

In March 2020, more than 100 countries reported cases of COVID-19 and were declared 
pandemic by WHO. Airports were put on screening to detect symptomatic people return-
ing from infected countries. In the second half of March 2020, China had shown decrease 
in new cases by adopting various mitigation measures, whereas Italy and Iran emerged as 
new hot spots. Europe became epicentre of the pandemic with more cases and deaths than 
rest of the world. By the end of March 2020, Italy surpassed China with maximum number 
of deaths. On the other hand, USA had experienced maximum number of confirmed cases 
in the world. Italy announced the need to extend the lockdown from March to April. By 
now all European countries were affected and reason for transmission was open border sys-
tem. In March, USA had overtaken China and Italy with the highest number of confirmed 
cases. April experienced rising number of cases in all the African and Asian countries. 
USA became the country with the highest official death toll for COVID-19. By the end of 
April Russia emerged to become new hot spot with 2% of population infected and Africa 
decided to ease restrictions in some areas. In May 2020, Africa reported 54% cases and 
35% deaths with eight regions showing community transmission. On 11 May 2020, the 
first new cluster of cases in Wuhan was reported since the government lifted the lockdown. 
All the above information of COVID outbreak is retrieved from Devex.com.

Rise in number of cases in different weeks is presented in Table  1 where it can be 
observed that India, France and Japan had experienced increase in fifth week, that in USA 
and Spain in the fourth week, Italy in the third week except for Iran and China in second 
week. CPA is performed in Table 1 in order to understand the most impacting week for the 
countries in terms of either increase or stagnation in number of COVID-19 cases.

Many ongoing studies are trying to find out nature and path of transmission of 
SARS-CoV-2. As COVID-19 is progressing, transmission modes of SARS-CoV-2 are 
also showing variations (as shown in Fig. 1). COVID-19 is presumed to spread via drop-
lets or aerosol spurted during coughing or sneezing, and airborne transmission hap-
pens when the residue from evaporated, infected droplets gets suspended in the air and 

Table 1  Weekly cumulative statistics of COVID-19 of selected countries

Week India USA France Italy Japan Iran Spain China

1 3 11 6 3 4 95 2 278
2 3 13 6 3 20 2336 2 2761
3 3 15 11 400 26 8042 2 17,238
4 3 53 12 3089 59 16,169 45 40,235
5 34 108 38 12,462 144 21,638 589 70,635
6 84 696 420 35,713 455 32,332 7753 77,262
7 315 3536 2860 74,386 1054 50,468 28,572 80,174
8 918 32,341 10,995 92,472 1693 58,226 83,749 81,439
9 3072 140,223 29,155 124,632 3271 62,589 138,587 81,669
10 7529 333,593 59,105 152,271 6748 73,303 171,981 82,052
11 14,792 553,493 86,334 175,925 10,361 82,211 202,693 82,735
12 24,942 750,718 108,847 195,351 13,182 89,328 228,610 82,827
13 37,776 1,126,250 120,804 209,328 14,839 95,646 248,028 82,877
14 59,662 1,300,243 129,581 218,268 15,747 104,691 264,670 82,901
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infects those who breathe in it (Gautam and Trivedi 2020; Santarpia et al. 2020). Drop-
let transmission  is nosocomial droplet nuclei carrying pathogens from the infectious 
individual to recipient or falls on the surface (Yang et al. 2016). An individual can also 
become infected by touching a contaminated surface resulting into fomite transmission 
(Liu et al. 2020a, b). Coronaviruses have been observed to remain viable for few hours 
on aerosols, copper, printing papers, tissue papers and for few days on cardboard, stain-
less steel, plastics, treated wood, glass, banknotes (Chin et  al. 2020 Doremalen et  al. 
2020). Recently, a study in Italy reports adherence of SARS-CoV-2 on particulate mat-
ter in conditions of stable atmosphere and high concentration (Setti et  al. 2020). This 
can result into carrier transmission of the virus for a longer distance. In such case, it is 
important to perform quantitative risk assessment to find out possible health problem 
caused by inhalation of dust carrying SARS-CoV-2.

SARS-CoV-2 was also reported in the stool samples of patients, suggesting that viral 
shedding in stool could be a potential route of faecal-oral transmission (Ong et al. 2020). 
Therefore, there are chances of virus transfer from toilet product to food and water through 
soiled hands (Zhang et al. 2020a, b, c). Virus has also been reported in blood samples, but 
chance of blood-borne transmission is not clear. Although during blood donation, proper 
care should be taken to identify asymptomatic patient (Chang et al. 2020). Scientists are 
collecting plasma and serum of infected patients for further studies on COVID-19. Dur-
ing pregnancy immune system is low resulting into manifestation of COVID-19 symptoms 
(Dong et  al. 2020). With regard to vertical transmission, i.e. transmission from mother 
to baby, there is no case reported where foetus is infected from mother. However, infants 
could become infected during delivery or while breastfeeding from infected mother. Hospi-
tals are also at risk for transmission of virus among health workers through medical equip-
ments, apparels and procedures. The highest concentration of SARS-CoV-2 was observed 
inside the patient toilet room (Liu et  al. 2020a, b) when compared other areas where 
patient lives. There are other multiple sources from where transmission of SARS-CoV-2 
can take place such as home, transport, restaurant, theatre, shopping mall and supermarket. 
Transmission in the mall was traced among workers and customers via elevator buttons or 
restroom taps, elevators etc. (Cai et al. 2020).

Researchers around the world were speculating seasonal transmission, where COVID-
19 will exist in winters, and as soon as temperature will rise, there are chances of less 
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Fig. 1  Flow diagram explaining different modes of transmission of SARS-CoV-2
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transmission. Therefore, spread of cases is dependent on temperature and humidity (Bher-
wani et al. 2020a). It was estimated that 1 °C rise in temperature reduces transmission by 
13% (Carleton and Meng 2020). Doubling time correlates positively with temperature and 
inversely with humidity (Oliveiros et al. 2020). But increase of temperature would alone 
not necessarily lead to decline in cases, but it should also be coupled with other mitiga-
tion measures. It was believed that developing countries with lack of medical facilities will 
face more mortality than developed countries. But in reality, given the present scenario 
developed countries had more cases and mortality as opposed to developing countries. It is 
believed that higher mortality in developed countries is due to the presence of elder popu-
lations, whereas developing countries have a younger population (Walker et al. 2020). It 
was reported that children are least affected, whereas the elderly are experiencing highest 
rate of deaths (Guo et al. 2020). Children tend to make more social contacts than adults 
and therefore contribute more to transmission than adults (Davies et al. 2020). It was also 
evident that more symptoms were visible with age above 60 years and there were no cases 
in children below 15 years of age (Li et al. 2020a, b; Zhang et al. 2020a, b, c). Average 
recovery time for COVID-19 is estimated to be 22 days with 19 days for young people and 
22 days for older groups (Bi et al. 2020). It was reported that mortality rate in Italy (5.4%) 
was higher than China (2.3%) due to the presence of elderly population (Abduljalil and 
Abduljalil 2020). Cases were more in males and between the ages of 20–69 years (Bi et al. 
2020). Recent study in China surprisingly reported SARS-CoV-2 in the semen of male 
patients raising new debate on sexual transmission of the disease (Li et al. 2020a, b).

With every passing time new development related to COVID-19 is stated with respect to 
transmission mode and transmission rate. Other possibilities of transmission from human 
to pet transmission, waterborne transmission, transmission through air etc. (Gautam and 
Hens 2020; Gautam 2020a) are speculated but remain uncertain. It is an initial phase of 
this pandemic and is believed that COVID-19 will take longer time to get completely eradi-
cated. However, control measures can slow down the speed as well as mortality rate.

3  Mitigation methods adopted to control COVID‑19

Immediate and strategic response to mitigation plays an important role in influencing the 
trajectory of this pandemics across the world. In case of Wuhan, China, there was decline 
in transmission when control measures were introduced (Kucharski et  al. 2020). It was 
estimated that the absence of mitigation measure would lead to 7 billion infections and 4 
billion deaths (Walker et al. 2020). Various measures are undertaken to prevent infection 
such as maintaining hygiene, using facemasks, isolation/quarantine, social distancing, in 
extreme cases lockdown in hot spot areas.

Proper hygiene practices were encouraged such as covering the nose/mouth with tissue 
or elbow while coughing/sneezing and avoid touching surfaces (Bruin et al. 2020). The use 
of hand sanitizer or washing hand with soap for 20 secs after sneezing or touching con-
taminated surfaces was essential. Surfaces were decontaminated with many solutions such 
as ethanol, isopropyl alcohol, sodium hypochlorite bleach, hydrogen peroxide. Face masks 
became an essential component but was recommended only when having symptoms or 
treating patients. Its importance was apparent from the fact that one patient without face-
mask transmitted virus to five other people while travelling in a vehicle in China (Liu and 
Zhang 2020; Liu et al. 2020a, b). In developing countries, due to lack of sufficient medical 
mask, people started use of local cloth mask. Cotton mask could be a potential substitute 
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for medical mask as there is no significant difference for reducing droplet transmission. 
Cotton mask is washable and re-usable also (Ho et al. 2020).

Health, transportation, safety, security and infrastructure workers were at highest risk of 
getting infected and therefore were provided first priority for personal protective equipment 
(PPE). Source control by masking of patients and visitors by using N95 or higher-level 
respirators, using telemedicine, designating separate locations/rooms for care also helped 
in reducing risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission in health workers (Heinzerling et al. 2020). 
The virus may be resuspended from the contaminated PPE surface to the air; therefore, 
sanitization before they are taken off was carried out to reduce the infection risk for health 
and other workers (Gautam 2020b; Liu et  al. 2020a, b). At present, there is no definite 
vaccine present to treat COVID-19, but many medicines such as remdesivir, chloroquine, 
lopinavir and ritonavir were successfully used as an alternative (Gabriella et al. 2020; Guo 
et al. 2020).

Social/physical distancing  was encouraged by avoiding groups and keeping safe dis-
tance of 1-2 m (Bruin et al. 2020). Social distancing when coupled with isolation/restric-
tions likely to control the disease within 13–14  weeks and reduced peak incidence by 
40–60% was estimated (Chang et  al. 2020; Zhang et  al. 2020a, b, c). Isolation practices 
can be effective for preventing secondary transmission of viruses (Basile et  al. 2020). 
About 80% of individuals needed to be traced and isolated to attain 90% control over out-
break (Hellewell et al. 2020). In hot spot areas with highest number of cases lockdown was 
imposed in many countries. It included complete closure of public transport, public places, 
educational institution, hotels, offices, factories, etc. Lockdown resulted into decline of 
transmission of disease to half (Kucharski et al. 2020). China initiated lockdown to control 
the disease followed by Italy, France, Spain, Philippines, India and other countries.

Technology intervention such as the use of digital technologies for screening infected 
individuals was vital in controlling transmission and slowing pace of the disease in Taiwan, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and South Korea. Countries around the world launched websites/
apps to combat misinformation regarding disease, medication and encourage awareness. 
Some of the examples are Self Diagnosis App (South Korea), EuroMOMO (Europe), Aar-
ogya Setu (India), Mask app (Iran), Trace Covid (UAE), Crush Covid app (USA), Corona-
Warn app (Germany), StopCovid app (France), Covid-Safe app (Australia), Tracetogether 
app (Singapore), Immuni app (Italy) COVID-19 GIS Dashboard by John Hopkins CSSE 
(USA), Worldometer coronavirus tracker, WHO COVID-19 Dashboard, COVID-19 India 
tracker, etc. This tracker app shows total number of cases in surrounding area and alerts 
about hot spot/containment zone. Also, e-pass is provided in case of the absence of corona 
symptoms.

4  Bayesian Probability Modelling for COVID‑19 Transmission

It is recognized that the SARS-CoV-2 is highly contagious and till the medications are 
being explored, and social/physical distancing along with hygiene is the only saviours 
(Bherwani et  al. 2020a). CPA is performed in Table  1 in order to understand the most 
impacting week for the countries in terms of either increase or stagnation in number of 
COVID-19 cases. The countries were chosen based on better availability of data. Python-
based PyMC3 is used for CPA.

The above probabilistic programming of Python is used to fit Bayesian models using 
varied numerical methods (Salvatier et al. 2016). Here this model is used as per the concept 
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that more than frequency of any parameter, the reasonability and expectation of an event 
are more important. In such circumstances Bayesian probability is usually used. Propor-
tional logic is used to derive the reasoning of interaction. The assessment could have been 
carried using other methods of probability; however, the above method suits the best under 
the given circumstances. Similar approaches have been used in past as well (Aminikhang-
hahi and Cook 2017; Bherwani et al. 2020c). The model is built for series of data (Table 1), 
and CPA is determined for each country, viz. India (A), USA(B), France(C), Italy(D), 
Japan(E), Iran(F), Spain(G), and China(H). The results of CPA are shown in Fig. 2A–H 
and summarized in Table 2. The raw images of Fig. 1 are given in Appendix. The orange 
line indicates the point where drastic change has occurred in the number of COVID-19 
cases in each of the respective countries, referred to as change point (CP). It can be seen 
that each country had shown a different response to the pandemic except China is showing 
a band rather than a point of change, as the cases suddenly increased and stabilized in the 
country. 

Fig. 2  CPA results for each selected country

Table 2  Significance of change point with respect to lockdown

Country Date of first 
case reporting 
 (Dfr)

Lockdown date  (Dl) Case weeks 
before lockdown 
{CW = (Dl − Dfr)/7}

CP week  (CPw) Delta 
(D = CPw-
CW)

India 30 Jan 25 Mar 7.9 9 1.1
USA 13 Jan 19 Mar 9.4 8 -1.4
France 24 Jan 17 Mar 7.6 7 -0.6
Italy 31 Jan 09 Mar 5.4 6 0.6
Japan 04 Jan 27 Feb 7.7 9 1.3
Iran 19 Feb 28 Mar 5.4 4 -1.4
Spain 31 Jan 14 Mar 6.1 7 0.9
China 31 Dec 25 Jan 3.6 6.5 2.9
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CPA is further analysed in reference to the first cases which are observed in respective 
countries and the day on which lockdown is initiated as shown in Table 2. This is important 
in order to understand if the lockdown is initiated before or after change point. The differ-
ence gives a significant information. Table 2 indicates the list of countries which were able 
to act fast and start physical distancing measures before the catastrophe (point of change) 
occurred in terms of exponential rise of COVID-19 cases. Countries including India, Italy, 
Japan, Spain and China acted relatively fast. While Italy and Spain have suffered with 
many cases and fatalities, India, Japan and China have been able to contain the spread and 
flatten the curve given their steady rise in cases. USA, which acted very late, has borne the 
brunt of the virus which is visible in their exponential rise and sheer magnitude of number 
of cases in such a short time. While the CPA indicates the importance of social distancing, 
it is worthwhile to explore its linkage with COVID-19 by adding one more parameter of 
population, i.e. normalized population and population density. Table 3 gives a comparative 
analysis of the same.

Table  3 is arranged in decreasing order of cases per unit population density (CPD), 
which is an indicator of penetration of COVID-19 into the country. It can be clearly seen 
that the countries which acted late have more cases per unit population density. USA and 
Iran with the slowest response have the maximum CPD. Iran is standing below USA, prob-
ably due to lower absolute population. Furthermore, Spain had an earlier response than 
Italy and was able to control CPD better despite having higher population and popula-
tion density. India and Japan had an ascendency in terms of delta (d), indicating the early 
action, and are the lowest in terms of CPD. India is best among the lot probably because 
of executing one of the most stringent lockdowns ever. China is an exception due to facts 
stated above. The results are represented in Fig. 3 with  Log10 values of CPD considered for 
normalization of scale. It indicates that with increase in the values of delta, there is steady 
drop in  Log10 CPD values. Further analysis is carried out for countries having positive 
delta (except China) in terms of their linear correlation with population parameters. The 
results are shown in the form of lower triangular matrix in Table 4.

From Table 4, it can be inferred that D is in strong inverse correlation with number of 
cases, CPP and CPD with factors of − 0.86, − 0.97 and − 0.97, respectively. This indicates 
that more the value of delta, lesser are the CPP, CPD and C values which establishes the 

Table 3  CPA results in relation to cases and population

Country Delta (D) Cases (C) Population (P) Population 
density (PD)

Cases/popu-
lation (CPP)

Cases/density (CPD)

USA − 1.43 1,300,243 33,10,02,651 36 0.00393 36,117.86
Iran − 1.43 104,691 8,39,92,949 52 0.00125 2013.29
France − 0.57 129,581 6,52,73,511 119 0.00199 1088.92
Italy 0.57 218,268 6,04,61,826 206 0.00361 1059.55
Spain 0.86 264,670 12,64,76,461 347 0.00209 762.74
China 2.93 82,901 1,43,93,23,776 153 0.00006 541.84
Japan 1.29 15,747 4,67,54,778 94 0.00034 167.52
India 1.14 59,662 1,38,00,04,385 464 0.00004 128.58
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hypothesis that lockdown and physical distancing are playing a major role in reducing the 
intensity and magnitude of cases of COVID-19. Also, population density is an important 
factor when it comes to the spread of the virus which reconfirms the causation that the 
virus is highly contagious in nature and physical distancing is one of the most efficient 
ways to control its spread. While there is sufficient evidence that the extremely conta-
gious nature of this virus and population density are playing an important role in spread of 

-2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

USA

IRAN

FRANCE

ITALY

SPAIN

CHINA

JAPAN

INDIA

Log (CPD) Delta (D)

Fig. 3  Importance of early action in control of COVID-19 spread

Table 4  Correlation matrix for 
delta and population parameters

D C P PD CPP CPD

D 1.00
C − 0.86 1.00
P 0.36 − 0.41 1.00
PD − 0.03 0.19 0.80 1.00
CPP − 0.97 0.83 − 0.58 − 0.21 1.00
CPD − 0.97 0.89 − 0.57 − 0.14 0.99 1.00
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COVID-19, it is important to note that as the world moves through this pandemic, the mod-
els will have to be adapted to improve the predictions and the same is true for the above 
modelling exercise as well.

5  Discussion and Conclusion

COVID-19 has proven to be once in lifetime pandemic that a generation will ever experi-
ence. It is a silent war that a human is fighting with an organism of nanosize. Developed 
countries claiming their efficiency in health and other facilities have given up to the atroci-
ties created by this virus. The virus which is named as SARS-CoV-2 has its presence in 
every country and continent across the world. It is transmitted from Horseshoe bat (natural 
host) through Malayan pangolin (intermediate host) finally to the humans. First detected in 
China and then spread rapidly in other countries initially from people having travel history 
to infected countries. Airborne, droplet and fomite transmission are held responsible for 
local transmission. Population were encouraged to use hand sanitizers, soap, facemask/face 
covering, etc., to prevent from COVID-19. It is believed that increase in temperature in 
coming months will also help to slow the pace of COVID-19 and death rates will decrease. 
It is reported that COVID-19 mostly effects and elderly population (Fig. 4).

The paper explores the efficacy of the lockdowns and social distancing polices fol-
lowed by eight countries suffering from COVID-19 pandemic. While lockdown has a 
strong effect on the economy and many people will lose their jobs, creating financial inse-
curity, lockdown seems to be an efficient way of controlling the spread (Bherwani et al. 

Fig. 4  Transmission of COVID-19 symptom, mitigation measures adopted and effect on population
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2020b). CPA showed that social distancing and lockdown have helped many countries to 
bring down their number. The countries which were able to act before the curve became 
exponential and implemented their social/physical distancing measures have been able 
to contain their numbers. A strong inverse correlation between the time of action, repre-
sented by delta, and the number of cases (Pearson’s r = − 0.86), cases per unit population 
and population density (Pearson’s r = − 0.97), are representative of depth of penetration 
of the disease. It is evidently seen the countries like India and Japan are among those who 
introduced lockdowns and distancing measures way early during the spread have much 
less cases, rate of increase of cases, while on the other hand, countries like USA, Italy, 
Spain and France have been suffering due to the late action on the above mitigation meas-
ures. The outcome of the research not only helps the countries which are still struggling 
with the virus, especially developing countries, but also it is helpful for the expected sec-
ond wave of the virus. The analysis can be used to develop strategies related to mitigation 
and control of the spread of virus as it indicates the population density is one of the major 
factors driving the spread. Future research on similar lines can be carried out to under-
stand the effect of life style and pre-existing conditions similar to population density using 
the above given novel approach.
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Additional Data

 1. COVID-19 daily cases of India data available online: https ://www.india today .in/india /
story /coron aviru s-cases -in-india -covid 19-state s-citie s-affec ted-16538 52-2020-03-09 
Accessed on (11 May 2020)

Fig. 5  Results for each selected country a India, b USA, c France, d Italy, e Japan, f Iran, g Spain, (H) 
China

https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/coronavirus-cases-in-india-covid19-states-cities-affected-1653852-2020-03-09
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/coronavirus-cases-in-india-covid19-states-cities-affected-1653852-2020-03-09
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 2. COVID-19 daily cases of USA data available online: https ://coron aviru s-respo nse-
alask a-dhss.hub.arcgi s.c Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 3. COVID-19 daily cases of France data available online: https ://www.world omete rs.info/
coron aviru s/count ry/franc e/ Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 4. COVID-19 daily cases of Italy data available online: https ://www.world omete rs.info/
coron aviru s/count ry/italy / Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 5. COVID-19 daily cases of Japan data available online: https ://toyok eizai .net/sp/visua 
l/tko/covid 19/en.html Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 6. COVID-19 daily cases of Iran data available online: https ://www.world omete rs.info/
coron aviru s/count ry/iran/ Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 7. COVID-19 daily cases of Spain data available online: https ://www.world omete rs.info/
coron aviru s/count ry/spain / Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 8. COVID-19 daily cases of China data available online: https ://www.world omete rs.info/
coron aviru s/count ry/china / Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 9. First spotted cases timeline data: https ://www.bbc.com/news/world -52103 747 
Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 10. COVID-19 pandemic alarm of lockdown: https ://www.bbc.com/news/world -52103 
747 Accessed on (11 May 2020)

 11. Population data: https ://www.world omete rs.info/world -popul ation /
 12. Population density: https ://world popul ation revie w.com/count ries/count ries-by-densi 

ty/
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